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Report on One Day Symposium for Ph.D Scholars 

 

On behalf of research cell of the college One Day Symposium for Ph. D Research 

Scholars was organized on 4th February 2020. The topic of the symposium of Relevance of 

Research Topic and Difficulties in Research. The Research cell of the college is one of the 

vibrant departments of the institution and it conducts various academic and research activities 

to foster and boost up the research potential of the research scholars, working for their doctoral 

research keeping in mind the research cell organized one day symposium for the budding 

research scholars confronting different obstacles issues and problems while conducting their 

research in respected areas. Dr. Pranoti Chukerbutty, Ex Principal and Former HOD of English, 

Dr. Madhukarrao Wasnik PWS College was invited as the Resource Person for the first session. 

Dr. Yeshwant Patil, the Principal of the college inaugurated the Symposium. Dr. Sudesh 

Bhowate, HOD of English, conducted the proceedings.  

Being the chairperson of the first session, Dr. Pranoti Chukerbutty said that since the 

opening of the college, fostering research was a need and now the dream has come true with 

the vibrant research cell of the college. While advising the budding research, she stressed that 

the research scholars should discuss their area of interest and the current themes, modern 

thoughts theory and methods to analyse the text. Modern theories must be taken in the critical 

analysis of the text so the traditional and old method research needs to be updated. A research 

scholar must be serious about the plagiarism and copy paste approach. He must concentrate on 

his own thoughts; his insights and perspectives need to be clear. She expressed her inner gloom 

that unfortunately the research scholars do not go through original text and references while 

doing research. The research students should try their hands with publication of research 

articles and papers in peer review on online reputed journals. Finally, she focused on a clear 

understanding of the research topic and deep understanding regarding critical theories.  

During his inaugural address Dr. Yeshwant Patil spoke on the available facilities to 

accelerate the research in the institution. He also expressed his anguish over the shortcut 

methods and malpractices adopted by the Ph.D research students. He said that students should 

regularly visit the library and nurture reading habits. He provided different creative ideas to 

collect references adopted for research work and guided about the different institutions 

throughout the country seeking good and upgraded research study materials. Dr. Sudesh 

Bhowate, the Convenor of this Research Cell conducted the proceedings of the inauguration 

and first session.  

After a short Tea Break, the Second Session of the Symposium held in august presence 

of Dr. Mithilesh Awasthi, HOD of Hindi, as a Resource Person. Dr. Indrajeet Orke, HOD of 

Marathi, conducted the proceedings of the session. While advising the oncoming research 

participants in the symposium, Dr. Awasthi highlighted and documented certain rules, needs 

and methods in doctoral research. He said that while presenting facts there should not be 

emotions. A research scholar must analyse both sides of the writer. They should not rely on 

pen drive or parallel backup kept on their PC. They should keep their thesis on their email to 

keep the thesis protected. Research scholars should follow the research design or synopsis 



while conducting their doctoral research, what is unexplored, undiscovered, untouched, 

unknown, unexperienced should be chosen by the research scholar and the research must bring 

out his research into book form.  

23 participants from different disciplines conducting their research from the college 

research center and other institutions were enrolled for the symposium. Every participant 

presented their research synopsis and discussed the contains. After the presentation the session 

was open for the question answers or for open discussion. Some valuable and significant 

questions were put forward by the participants and resource person answered them relevantly. 

All participants were awarded certificates for their active participations by the organisers. All 

the teachers in different departments, visiting faculties and non-teaching staff attended the 

symposium. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Dr. Narendra Bagde welcoming Principal, Dr. Yeshwant Patil, the chairperson of the 

Symposium 



 

 

 

 A warm Welcome to the Resource Persons Dr. Pranoti Chuckerbutty & 

Dr. Mithilesh Awasthi by the coordinator of the Symposium 



 

 

 

 

Dr. Mitilesh Awasthi, interacting with the Research Scholars 



     
  

 

Dr. Sudesh Bhowate giving introductory remarks 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Research Scholars posing their questions 



 

 

 

 
Research scholar interacting with the resource persons 



 

 

 

Research students putting forward their queries 



 

 

 

Research students asking questions about research methodology 



 

 

 

Research scholars posing their questions on hypothesis and selection of the research 

topic 



 

 

Research scholars asking about Citation and References 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Chairperson providing tips to the research scholars 



 

 

Dr. Pranoti Chuckerbutty talking on Analytical Research Method 


